
Chapter 1Neural NetworksThe �eld of Neural Networks has arisen from diverse sources, ranging fromthe fascination of mankind with understanding and emulating the humanbrain, to broader issues of copying human abilities such as speech and theuse of language, to the practical commercial, scienti�c, and engineeringdiciplines of pattern recognition, modelling, and prediction. The pursuit ofTechnology is a strong driving force for researchers, both in academia andindustry, in many �elds of science and engineering. In neural networks, theexcitement of technological progress is supplemented by the evocative andsometimes sinister thrill of reproducing intelligence itself.Linear discriminants were introduced by Fisher in 1936 [17], as a sta-tistical procedure for classi�cation. Here the space of attributes can bepartitioned by a set of hyperplanes, each de�ned by a linear combination ofthe attribute variables, treated as if they were numerical values. A similarmodel for logical processing was suggested by McCulloch and Pitts in 1943[38] as a possible structure bearing similarities to neurons in the humanbrain, and they demonstrated that the model could be used to build any �-nite logical expression. The McCulloch-Pitts neuron consists of a weightedsum of its inputs, followed by a non-linear function called the em activationfunction, originally a threshold function. Formally,yj = 8<: 1 if Piwjiyi � �j � 00 otherwise (1:1)Other neuron models are quite widely used, for example in Radial BasisFunction networks, which are discussed in detail in section 1.1.3.Networks of McCulloch-Pitts neurons for arbitrary logical expressionswere hand-crafted, until the ability to learn by reinforcement of behaviour1
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Figure 1.1: McCulloch and Pitts neuronwas developed in Hebb's book `The Organisation of Behaviour' (Hebb,1949)[25]. It was established that the functionality of neural networks wasdetermined by the strengths of the connections between neurons; Hebb'slearning rule prescribes that if the network responds in a desirable way to agiven input, then the weights should be adjusted to increase the probabil-ity of a similar response to similar inputs in the future. Conversely, if thenetwork responds undesirably to an input, the weights should be adjustedto decrease the probability of a similar response.A distinction is often made, in pattern recognition, between supervisedand unsupervised learning. The former describes the case where the thetraining data, measurements on the surroundings, are accompanied by la-bels indicating the class of event that the measurements represent, or moregenerally a desired response to the measurements. This is the more usualcase in classi�cation tasks, such as those forming the empirical basis ofthis book. The supervised learning networks described later in this chap-ter are the Perceptron and Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP), the CascadeCorrelation learning architecture, and Radial Basis Function networks.Unsupervised learning refers to the case where measurements are notaccompanied by class labels. Networks exist which can model the structureof samples in the measurement, or attribute space, usually in terms of aprobability density function, or by representing the data in terms of clustercentres and widths. Such models include Gaussian mixture models and



1.1. SUPERVISED NETWORKS FOR CLASSIFICATION 3Kohonen networks.Once a model has been made, it can be used as a classi�er in one oftwo ways. The �rst is to determine which class of pattern in the trainingdata each node or neuron in the model responds most strongly to, mostfrequently. Unseen data can then be classi�ed according to the class labelof the neuron with the strongest activation for each pattern. Alternatively,the Kohonen network or mixture model can be used as the �rst layer of aRadial Basis Function network, with a subsequent layer of weights used tocalculate a set of class probabilities. The weights in this layer are calculatedby a linear one-shot learning algorithm (See section 1.1.3.), giving radialbasis functions a speed advantage over non-linear training algorithms suchas most of the supervised learning methods. The �rst layer of a Radial BasisFunction network can alternatively be initialised by choosing a subset ofthe training data points to use as centres.1.1 Supervised Networks for Classi�cationIn supervised learning, we have an instance of data, p, comprising an at-tribute vector Y(I)p and a target vector Y(T )p . We process Y(I)p with anetwork, to produce an output y(T )p , which has the same form as the targetvector Y(T )p .The parameters of the network w are modi�ed to optimise the matchbetween outputs and targets, typically by minimising the total squarederror E = 12Pp(y(T )p �Y(T )p )2.1.1.1 Perceptrons and Multi Layer PerceptronsThe activation of the McCulloch-Pitts neuron has been generalised to theform y(T )j = fj  Xi wjiY (I)i ! (1:2)where the activation function, fj can be any non-linear function. The nodeshave been divided into an input layer I and an output layer O. The thresh-old level, or bias of equation (1.1) has been included in the sum, with theassumption of an extra component in the vector Y(I) whose value is �xedat 1. Rosenblatt studied the capabilities of groups of neurons in a singlelayer, and hence all acting on the same input vectors; this structure wastermed the Perceptron (Rosenblatt, 1958), [54] and Rosenblatt proposedthe Perceptron Learning Rule for learning suitable weights for classi�ca-tion problems (Rosenblatt, 1962) [55]. When f is a hard threshold func-



4 CHAPTER 1. NEURAL NETWORKStion, equation 1.2 de�nes a non-linear function across a hyperplane in theattribute space; with a threshold activation function the neuron output issimply 1 on one side of the hyperplane and 0 on the other. When combinedin a perceptron structure, neurons can segment the attribute space intoregions, and this forms the basis of the capability of perceptron networksto perform classi�cation.Minsky and Papert pointed out, however, that many real world prob-lems do not fall into this simple framework, citing the exclusive-or problemas the simplest example. Here it is necessary to isolate two convex regions,joining them together in a single class. They showed that while this wasnot possible with a perceptron network, it can be done with a two layer per-ceptron structure (Minsky and Papert, 1969) [40]. This formed the MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP) which is widely in use today, although the Per-ceptron Learning Rule (also called the Delta Rule) could not be generalisedto �nd weights for this structure.A learning rule was proposed in 1985 which allows the multi layer per-ceptron to learn. This Generalised Delta Rule (section 1.1.2) de�nes a no-tion of back-propagation of error derivatives through the network (Werbos,1974, Rumelhart, 1985 and 1986) [62, 9, 10], and enables a large class ofmodels with di�erent connection structures, or architectures to be trained.These publications initiated the recent academic interest in neural net-works, and the �eld subsequently came to the attention of industrial users.This has resulted in a large number of academic publications and successfulindustrial applications.1.1.2 Multi Layer Perceptron structure and function-alityFigure 1.2 shows the structure of a standard two-layer perceptron. Theinputs form the input nodes of the network; the outputs are taken from theoutput nodes. The middle layer of nodes, visible to neither the inputs northe outputs, is termed the hidden layer, and unlike the input and outputlayers, its size is not �xed. The hidden layer is generally used to makea bottleneck, forcing the network to make a simple model of the systemgenerating the data, with the ability to generalise to previously unseenpatterns.The operation of this network is speci�ed byy(H)i = f (H)0@Xj w(HI)ij y(I)j 1A
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Figure 1.2: MLP Structurey(T )i = f (T )0@Xj w(OH)ij y(H)j 1A (1.3)This speci�es how input pattern vector y(I) is mapped into output patternvector y(0), via the hidden pattern vector y(H) , in a manner parameterisedby the two layers of weights w(HI) and w(TH). The univariate functionsf (�) are typically each set to f(x) = 11 + e�x (1:4)which varies smoothly from 0 at �1 to 1 at 1, as a threshold functionwould do abruptly.If the number of hidden layer nodes is less than the number of degressof freedom inherent in the training data, the activations of the hiddennodes tend to form an orthogonal set of variables, either linear or non-linearcombinations of the attribute variables, which span as large a subspace ofthe problem as possible. With a little extra constraint on the network,these internal variables form a linear or non-linear principal componentrepresentation of the attribute space. If the data has noise added that isnot an inherent part of the generating system, then the principal component



6 CHAPTER 1. NEURAL NETWORKSnetwork acts as a �lter of the lower-variance noise signal, provided the signalto noise ratio of the data is su�ciently high. This property gives MLPs theability to generalise to previously unseen patterns, by modelling only theimportant underlying structure of the generating system. The hidden nodescan be regarded as detectors of abstract features of the attribute space.Universal Approximators and Universal ComputersIn the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) such as the two-layer version in equa-tion (1.3), the output-layer node values y(T ) are functions of the input-layernode values Y(I) (and the weights w). It can be shown (Funahashi, 1989)[21] that the two-layer MLP can approximate an arbitrary continuous map-ping arbitrarily closely if there is no limit to the number of hidden nodes.In this sense the MLP is a universal function approximator. This theoremdoes not imply that more complex MLP architectures are pointless; it canbe more e�cient (in terms of the number of nodes and weights required) touse di�erent numbers of layers for di�erent problems. Unfortunately thereis a shortage of rigorous principles on which to base a choice of architecture,but many heuristic principles have been invented and explored. Prominentamong these are symmetry principles (Lang, 1990, Le Cun, 1989) [32, 33]and constructive algorithms (Wynne-Jones, 1991) [65].The MLP is a feedforward network, meaning that the output vector y(T )is a function of the input vector Y(I) and some parameters w; we can sayy(T ) = F (y(I);w) (1:5)for some vector function F given in detail by (1.3) in the 2-layer case. It isalso possible to de�ne a recurrent network by feeding the outputs back tothe inputs. The general form of a recurrent perceptron isyi(t+ 1) = f 0@Xj wijyj(t)1A (1:6)which could be written y(t+ 1) = F (y(t);w) (1:7)This is a discrete-time model; continuous-time models governed by a dif-ferential equation of similar structure are also studied.Recurrent networks are universal computers in the sense that given anin�nite number of nodes, they can emulate any calculation which can bedone on a Turing machine. (The in�nite number of nodes is needed to simu-late the in�nite Turing tape.) This result is easily proved for hard-threshold



1.1. SUPERVISED NETWORKS FOR CLASSIFICATION 7recurrent perceptrons by sketching a 1-node network which performs not-AND and another which functions as a FLIP-FLOP. These two elementsare all that are required to build a computer.This chapter focuses on feedforward neural network models because theyare simpler to use, better understood, and closely connected with statisticalclassi�cation methods. However recurrent networks attract a great deal ofresearch interest because of their potential to serve as a vehicle for bringingstatistical methods to bear on algorithm design (Rohwer 1991a, 1991b,1992a, 1992b, Shastri & Ajjanagadde 1993) [48, 51, 52, 58, 47].Training MLPs by nonlinear regressionIn neural network parlance, training is the process of �tting a networksparameters (its weights) to given data. The training data consists of a setof examples of corresponding inputs and desired outputs, or \targets". Letthe pth example be given by input Y (I)ip for input dimension i and targetY (T )ip for target dimension i. Usually a least-squares �t is obtained by�nding the parameters which minimize the error measureE = 12Xp Xi (y(T )ip � Y (T )ip )2: (1:8)where y(T )ip are the output values obtained by substituting the inputs Y (I)ipfor y(I)i in (1.3). If the �t is perfect, E = 0; otherwise E > 0.Probabilistic interpretation of MLP outputsIf there is a one-to-many relationship between the inputs and targets inthe training data, then it is not possible for any mapping of the form (1.5)to perform perfectly. It is straightforward to show (Bourlard & Wellekens,1990) [6] that if a probability density P (Y(T )jY(I)) describes the data, thenthe minimum of (1.8) is attained by the map taking Y(I) to the averagetarget Z dY(T )P (Y(T )jY(I))Y(T ): (1:9)Any given network might or not be able to approximate this mapping well,but when trained as well as possible it will form its best possible approxi-mation to this mean. Many commonly-used error measures in addition to(1.8) share this property (Hampshire & Pearlmuter, 1990) [23].Usually classi�cation problems are represented using one-out-of-N out-put coding. One output node is allocated for each class, and the target



8 CHAPTER 1. NEURAL NETWORKSvector Y(T )p for example p is all 0's except for a 1 on the node indicat-ing the correct class. In this case, the value computed by the ith targetnode can be directly interpreted as the probability that the input patternbelongs to class i. Collectively the outputs express P (Y(T )jY(I)). Thisnot only provides helpful insight, but also provides a principle with whichneural network models can be combined with other probabilistic models(Bourlard & Wellekens, 1990) [6].The probabilistic interpretation of the the ouput nodes leads to a naturalerror measure for classi�cation problems. Given that the value y(T )ip outputby the ith target node given the pth training input Y(I)p , is P (Y (T )ip = 1), so1 � yip is P (Y (T )ip = 0), the probability of the entire collection of trainingoutputs Y(T ) is P (Y(T )) =Yip y(T )ip Y (T )ip �1� y(T )ip �1�Y (T )ip (1:10)This is the exponential of the cross-entropy,E =Xp Xi �Y (T )ip log y(T )ip + (1� Y (T )ip ) log(1� y(T )ip )� (1:11)Therefore the cross-entropy can be used as an error measure instead of asum of squares (1.8). It happens that its minimum also lies at the averagetarget (1.9), so the network outputs can still be interpreted probabilisit-cally, and furthermore the minimisation of cross-entropy is equivalent tomaximisation of the liklihood of the training data in classi�cation prob-lems. 1The probabilistic interpretation of MLP outputs in classi�cation prob-lems must be made with some caution. It only applies if the network istrained to its minimum error, and then only if the training data accuratelyrepresents the underlying probability density P (Y(T )jY(I)). The latter con-dition is problematic ifY(I) belongs to a continuous space or a large discreteset, because technically a large or in�nite amount of data is required. Thisproblem is intimately related to the overtraining and generalisation issuesdiscussed below.For the theoretical reasons given here, the cross-entropy is the mostappropriate error measure for use in classi�cation problems, although prac-tical experience suggests it makes little di�erence. The sum of squares wasused in the numerical experments reported in this book.1The cross-entropy (1.11) has this interpretationwhen an input can simultaneouslybea member of any number of classes, and membership of one class provides no informationabout membership of another. If an input can belong to one and only one class, thenthe simple entropy, obtained by dropping the terms involving (1� y), should be used.



1.1. SUPERVISED NETWORKS FOR CLASSIFICATION 9Minimisation methodsNeural network models are trained by adjusting their weight matrix param-eters w so as to minimize an error measure such as (1.8). In the simplestcases the netork outputs are linear in the weights, making (1.8) quadratic.Then the minimal error can be found by solving a linear system of equa-tions. This special case is discussed in section 1.1.3 in the context of RadialBasis Function networks, which have this property. In the generic, non-linear case the minimisation is accomplished using a variant of GradientDescent. This produces a local minimum, a w from which any in�nitesimalchange increases E, but not necessarily the global minimum of E(w).First order gradient based methodsThe gradientrE(w) ofE(w) is the vector �eld of derivatives ofE: rE(w) =(dE(w)dw1 ; dE(w)dw2 ; :::) (a �eld because the vector depends on w). A linear ap-proximation to E(w) in the in�nitesimal vicinity of an arbitrary weightmatrix w0 is given byE(w) = E(w0) +rE(w0) � (w �w0) (1:12)Clearly then, at any point w of the parameter space (weight space) of thenetwork, the vector rE points in the direction of fastest increase of E;ie., of all the in�nitesimal changes �w (of a given magnitude) which onecould make to w, a change in the direction of rE increases E the most.Consequently an adjustment of w in the direction of �rE provides themaximum possible decrease in E. The basic strategy in gradient descent isto compute the gradient and adjust the weights in the opposite direction.The problem with this method is that the theorem on maximal descentonly applies to in�nitesimal adjustments. The gradient changes as well asthe error, so the optimal direction for (in�netesimal) descent changes whenw is adjusted. The Pure Gradient Descent algorithm requires a step sizeparameter �, chosen small enough for �rE to be e�ectively in�nitesimal sofar as obtaining descent is concerned, but otherwise as large as possible, inthe interests of speed. The weights are repeatedly adjusted byw w � �rE(w) (1:13)until the error E fails to descend.In practice, trial and error is used to look for the largest step size �which will work. With large step sizes, the gradient will tend to changedramatically with each step. A popular heuristic is to us a moving av-erage of the gradient vector in order �nd a systematic tendency. This is



10 CHAPTER 1. NEURAL NETWORKSaccomplished by adding a momentum term to (1.13), involving a parameter� <� 1: w  w � �rE(w) + ��wold: (1:14)Here �wold refers to the most recent weight change.These methods o�er the bene�t of simplicity, but their performance de-pends sensitively on the parameters � and � (Toolenaere, 1990) [60]. Di�er-ent values seem to be appropriate for di�erent problems, and for di�erentstages of training in one problem. This circumstance has given rise to aplethora of heuristics for adaptive variable step size algorithms (Toolenaere,1990, Silva & Almeida, 1990, Jacobs, 1988) [60, 59, 27].Second-Order methodsThe underlying di�culty in �rst order gradient based methods is that thelinear approximation (1.12) ignores the curvature of E(w). This can beredressed by extending (1.12) to the quadratic approximation,E(w) = E(w0) +rE(w0) � �w + �wrrE(w0)�w (1:15)where rrE is the matrix with components d2Edwidwj , called the inverse Hes-sian (or the Hessian, depending on conventions), and �w = w �w0. Thechange �w = � 12HrE, where H�1 = rrE, brings w to a stationary pointof this quadratic form. This may be a minimum,maximum, or saddle point.If it is a minimum, then a step in that direction seems a good idea; if not,then a positive or negative step (whichever has a negative projection on thegradient) in the conjugate gradient direction, HrE, is at least not unrea-sonable. Therefore a large class of algorithms has been developed involvingthe conjugate gradient.Most of these algorithms require explicit computation or estimationof the Hessian H. The number of components of H is roughly half thesquare of the number of components of w, so for large networks involv-ing many weights, such algorithms lead to impractical computer memoryrequirements. But one algorithm, generally called the conjugate gradientalgorithm, or the memoryless conjugate gradient algorithm, does not. Thisalgorithmmaintains an estimate of the conjugate direction without directlyrepresenting H.The conjugate gradient algorithm uses a sequence of linesearches, one-dimensional searches for the minimum of E(w), starting from the mostrecent estimate of the minimum and searching for the minimum in the di-rection of the current estimate of the conjugate gradient. Linesearch algo-rithms are comparitively easy because the issue of direction choice reducesto a binary choice. But because the linesearch appears in the inner loop



1.1. SUPERVISED NETWORKS FOR CLASSIFICATION 11of the conjugate gradient algorithm, e�ciency is important. Considerablee�ort therefore goes into it, to the extent that the linesearch is typicallythe most complicated module of a conjugate gradient implementation. Nu-merical round-o� problems are another design consideration in linesearchimplementations, because the conjugate gradient is often nearly orthogonalto the gradient, making the variation of E(w) along the conjugate gradientespecially small.The update rule for the conjugate gradient direction s iss �rE + �sold (1:16)where � = �rE �rEold� � rErEold � rEold : (1:17)(This is the Polak-Ribiere variant; there are others.) Somewhat intricateproofs exist which show that if E were purely quadratic in w, s were ini-tialised to the gradient, and the linesearches were performed exactly, thens would converge on the congugate gradient and E would converge on itsminimum after as many interations of (1.16) as there are components of w.In practice good performance is often obtained on much more general func-tions using very imprecise linesearches. It is necessary to augment (1.17)with a rule to reset s to �rE whenever s becomes too nearly orthogonalto the gradient for progress to continue.An implementation of the conjugate gradient algorithm will have sev-eral parameters controlling the details of the linesearch, and others whichde�ne exactly when to reset s to �rE. But unlike the step size and momen-tum parameters of the simpler methods, the performance of the conjugategradient method is relatively insensitive to its parameters if they are setwithin reasonable ranges. All algorithms are sensitive to process for select-ing initial weights, and many other factors which remain to be carefullyisolated.The MLP results reported in this book were obtained with a Polak-Ribere conjugate gradient algorithm, employing a linesearch method basedon a combined quadratic approximation and divide-and-conquer strategy(Fletcher, 1980) [18]. A precise speci�cation of the algorithm is no simplerthan an inspection of the C source code in which it is implemented; thisis available at the time of writing by anonymous ftp from uk.ac.aston.cs(134.151.52.106). It is benchmarked with several other algorithms in (Ro-hwer, 1991) ([49]).



12 CHAPTER 1. NEURAL NETWORKSGradient Calculations in MLPsIt remains to discuss the computation of the gradient rE(w) in the caseof an MLP neural network model with an error measure such as (1.8).The calculation is conveniently organised as a back propagation of error(Rumelhart, et. al., 1986, Rohwer & Renals, 1988) [56, 53]. For a networkwith a single layer of hidden nodes, this calculation proceeds by propagatingnode output values y forward from the input to output layers for eachtraining example, and then propagating quantities � related to the outputerrors backwards through a linearised version of the network. Products of�s and ys then give the gradient. In the case of a network with an inputlayer (I), a single hidden layer (H), and an output or target layer (T ), thecalcualtion is: y(H)i = f (H) 0@Xj w(HI)ij y(I)j 1A (1.18)y(T )i = f (T )0@Xj w(TH)ij y(H)j 1A (1.19)�(T )ip = (y(T )ip � Y (T )ip ) (1.20)�(H)ip = Xj �(T )jp f 0(T )jp w(TH)ji (1.21)dE=dw(TH)ij = Xp �(T )ip f 0(T )ip y(H)jp (1.22)dE=dw(HI)ij = Xp �(H)ip f 0(H)ip Y (I)jp (1.23)The index p is summed over training examples, while the is and js refer tonodes, and f 0(�)jp = ddx f(x)��x=f�1�y(�)jp �. This network architecture was usedin the work reported in this book.Online vs. BatchNote that both the error E (1.8) and the gradientrE (1.22, 1.23) are a sumover examples. These could be estimated by randomly selecting a subset ofexamples for includion in the sum. In the extreme, a single example mightbe used for each gradient estimate. This is a Stochastic Gradient method.If a similar strategy is used without random selection, but with the datataken in the order it comes, the method is an Online one. If a sum over all
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non-linear receptive �elds in attribute spacelinear output weights
Figure 1.3: A Radial Basis Function Networktraining data is performed for each gradient calculation, then the methodis a Batch variety.Online and Stochastic Gradient methods o�er a considerable speed ad-vantage if the approximation is servicable. For problems with large amountsof training data they are highly favoured. However, these approximationscannot be used directly in the conjugate gradient method, because it is builton procedures and theorems which assume that E is a given function of wwhich can be evaluated precisely so that meaningful comparisons can bemade at nearby arguments. Therefore the stochastic gradient and Onlinemethods tend to be used with simple step-size and momentum methods.There is some work on �nding a compromise method (Moller 1993) [41].1.1.3 Radial Basis Function NetworksThe radial basis function network consists of a layer of units performing lin-ear or non-linear functions of the attributes, followed by a layer of weightedconnections to nodes whose outputs have the same form as the target vec-tors. This network o�ers a number of advantages over the multi layerperceptron under certain conditions, although the two models are compu-tationally equivalent.These advantages include a linear training rule once the locations inattribute space of the non-linear functions have been determined, and anunderlying model involving localised functions in the attribute space, ratherthan the long-range functions occurring in perceptron-based models. Thelinear learning rule avoids problems associated with local minima; in par-ticular it provides enhanced ability to make statments about the accuracy



14 CHAPTER 1. NEURAL NETWORKSof the probabilistic interpretation of the outputs 1.1.2.Figure 1.3 shows the structure of a radial basis function; the non-linearities comprise a position in attribute space at which the function islocated (often referred to as the function's centre), and a non-linear functionof the distance of an input point from that centre, which can be any func-tion at all. Common choices include a gaussian response function, exp(�x2)and inverse multiquadrics ([z2 + c2]� 12 ), as well as non-local functions suchas thin plate splines (z2 log z) and multiquadrics ([z2 + c2] 12 ). Although itseems counter-intuitive to try and produce an interpolating function usingnon-localised functions, they are often found to have better interpolatingproperties in the region populated by the training data.The Radial Basis Function network approach involves the expansionor pre-processing of input vectors into a high-dimensional space. This at-tempts to exploit a theorem of Cover in 1965 [8] which implies that aclassi�cation problem cast in a high-dimensional space is more likely to belinearly separable than would be the case in a low-dimensional space.Training: choosing the centres and non-linearitiesA number of methods can be used for choosing the centres for a radialbasis function network. It is important that the distribution of centres inthe attribute space should be similar to, or at least cover the same regionas the training data. It is assumed that the training data is representativeof the problem, otherwise good performance cannot be expected on futureunseen patterns.A �rst order technique for choosing centres is to take points on a squaregrid covering the region of attribute space covered by the training data.Alternatively, better performance might be expected if the centres weresampled at random from the training data itself, using some or all samples,since the more densely populated regions of the attribute space would havea higher resulution model than sparser regions. In this case, it is importantto ensure that at least one sample from each class is used as a prototypecentre. In the Statlog experiments, the number of samples required fromeach class was calculated before sampling, thereby ensuring this conditionwas met.When centre positions are chosen for Radial Basis Function networkswith localised non-linear functions such as Gaussian receptive �elds, it isimportant to calculate suitable variances, or spreads for the functions. Thisensures that large regions of space do not occur between centres, whereno centres respond to patterns, and conversely, that no pair of centresrespond nearly identically to all patterns. This problem is particularly



1.1. SUPERVISED NETWORKS FOR CLASSIFICATION 15prevalent in high dimensional attribute spaces because volume dependssensitively on radius. For a quantative discussion of this point, see (Prager& Fallside, 1989)[43]. In the Statlog experiments, the standard deviationsof the Gaussian functions were set seperately for each coordinate directionto the distance to the nearest centre in that direction, multiplied by anarbitrary scaling parameter (set to 1.0).Other methods include using a `principled' clustering technique to posi-tion the centres, such as a Gaussian Mixture model or a Kohonen network.These models are discussed in section 1.2.Training: optimising the weightsAs mentioned in section (1.1.2), radial basis function networks are trainedsimply by solving a linear system. There are a few subtleties however, whichare discussed here. Let y(H)jp be the output of the jth radial basis functionon the pth example. The output of each target node i is computed usingthe weights wij as y(T )ip =Xj wijy(H)jp (1:24)Let the desired output for example p on target node i be Y (T )ip . The errormeasure (1.8) written out in full is thenE(w) = 12 Xip 0@Xj wijy(H)jp � Y (T )ip 1A2 (1:25)which has its minimumwhere the derivativedEdwkl =Xj Xp wkjy(H)jp y(H)ip �Xp Y (T )kp y(H)lp (1:26)vanishes. Let R be the correlation matrix of the radial basis functionoutputs, Rij =Xp y(H)jp y(H)ip : (1:27)The weight matrixw� which minimizes E lies where the gradient vanishes:w�ij =Xk Xp Y (T )ip y(H)kp �R�1�kj : (1:28)Thus, the problem is solved by inverting the square H�H matrixR, whereH is the number of radial basis functions.



16 CHAPTER 1. NEURAL NETWORKSThe matrix inversion can be accomplished by standard methods such asLU deomomposition (Renals & Rohwer, 1989) [46] (Press, et. al.) [44] if Ris neither singular nor nearly so. This is typically the case, but things can gowrong. If two radial basis function centres are very close together a singularmatrix will result, and a singular matrix is guaranteed if the number oftraining samples is not at least as great as H. There is no practical way toensure a non-singular correlation matrix. Consequently the safest courseof action is to us a slightly more computationally expensive singular valuedecomposition method. Such methods provide an approximate inverse bydiagonalising the matrix, inverting only the eigenvalues which exceed zeroby a parameter-speci�ed margin, and transforming back to the originalcoordinates. This provides an optimal minimum-norm approximation tothe inverse in the least-mean-squares sense.Another approach to the entire problem is possible (Broomhead & Lowe,1988) [7]. Let P be the number of training examples. Instead of solvingthe H �H linear system given by the derivatives of E (1.26), this methodfocuses on the linear system embedded in the error formula (1.25) itself:Xj wijy(H)jp = Y (T )ip : (1:29)Unless P = H, this is a rectangular system. In general an exact solutiondoes not exist, but the optimal solution in the least-squares sense is givenby the pseudo-inverse (kohonen, 1989) [29] y(H)+ of y(H), the matrix withelements y(H)ip : w� = Y(T )y(H)+ (1:30)This formula is applied directly. The identity Y+ = ~Y(Y ~Y)+, where ~denotes the matrix transpose, can be applied to (1.30) to show that thepseudo-inverse method gives the same result as (1.28):w� = Y(T )~y(H) �y(H)~y(H)�+ (1:31)The requirement to invert or pseudo-invert a matrix dependent on theentire dataset makes this a batch method. However an online variant ispossible, known as Kahlman Filtering (Scalero & Tepedelenlioglu, 1992)[57]. It is based on the somewhat remarkable fact that an exact expressionexists for updating the inverse correlation R�1 if another example is addedto the sum (1.27), which does not require recomputation of the inverse.



1.1. SUPERVISED NETWORKS FOR CLASSIFICATION 171.1.4 Improving the Generalization of Feed-ForwardNetworksConstructive Algorithms and pruningA number of techniques have emerged recently, which attempt to improveon the perceptron and multilayer perceptron training algorithms by chang-ing the architecture of the networks as training proceeds. These techniquesinclude pruning useless nodes or weights, and constructive algorithms whereextra nodes are added as required. The advantages include smaller net-works, faster training times on serial computers, and increased general-ization ability, with a consequent immunity to noise. In addition, it isfrequently much easier to interpret what the trained netowork is doing. Aswas noted earlier, a minimalist networks uses its hidden layer to model asmuch of the problem as possible in the limited number of degrees of freedomavailable in its hidden layer. With such a network, one can then begin todraw analogies with other pattern classi�ying techniques such as decisiontrees and expert systems.To make a network with good generalization ability, we must determinea suitable number of hidden nodes. If there are too few, the network maynot learn at all, while too many hidden nodes lead to over-learning of in-dividual samples at the expense of forming a near optimal model of thedata distributions underlying the training data. In this case, previouslyunseen patterns are labeled accoding to the nearest neighbour, rather thanin accordance with a good model of the problem.Early constructive algorithms such as Upstart (Frean, 1990) [20, 19] andthe Tiling Algorithm (Mezard, 1989)[12] built multi-layer feed-forward net-works of perceptron units (Rosenblatt, 1958)[54], which could be applied toproblems involving binary input patterns. Convergence of such algorithmsis guaranteed if the data is linearly separable, and use of the Pocket algo-rithm (Gallant, 1985)[22] for training allows an approximate solution to befound for non linearly-separable datasets. These networks do not usuallyinclude a stopping criterion to halt the creation of new layers or nodes, soevery sample in the training data is learned. This has strong repercussionsif the training set is incomplete, has noise, or is derived from a classi�cationproblem where the distributions overlap.Later methods apply to more general problems and are suitable for sta-tistical classi�cation problems [2, 16, 24, 45, 66, 67]. They often build asingle hidden layer, and incorporate stopping criteria which alow them toconverge to solutions with good generalization ability for statistical prob-lems. Cascade Correlation (Fahlman, 1990) [16] is an example of such anetwork algorithm, and is described in section 1.1.4.



18 CHAPTER 1. NEURAL NETWORKSPruning has been carried out on networks in three ways. The �rst is aheuristic aproach based on identifying which nodes or weights contributelittle to the mapping. After these have been removed, additional trainingleads to a better network than the original. An alternative technique is toinclude terms in the error function, so that weights tend to zero under cer-tain circumstances. Zero weights can then be removed without degradingthe network performance. This aproach is the basis of regularization, dis-cussed in more detail in section 1.1.4. Finally, if we de�ne the sensitivity ofthe global network error to the removal of a weight or node, we can removethe weights or nodes to which the global error is least sensitive. The sen-sitivity measure does not interfere with training, and involves only a smallamount of extra computational e�ort. A full review of these tehniques canbe found in (Wynne-Jones, 1991) [65].Cascade Correlation: A Constructive Feed-Forward NetworkCascade Correlation is a paradigm for building a feed-forward network astraining proceeds in a supervised mode (Fahlman, 1990) [16]. Instead ofadjusting the weights in a �xed architecture, it begins with a small network,and adds new hidden nodes one by one, creating a multi-layer structure.Once a hidden node has been added to a network, its input-side weightsare frozen and it becomes a permanent feature-detector in the network,available for output or for creating other, more complex feature detectorsin later layers. Cascade correlation can o�er reduced training time, and itdetermines the size and topology of networks automatically.Cascade correlation combines two ideas: �rst the cascade architecture,in which hidden nodes are added one at a time, each using the outputsof all others in addition to the input nodes, and seond the maximisationof the correlation between a new unit's output and the residual classi�ca-tion error of the parent network. Each node added to the network maybe of any kind. Examples include linear nodes which can be trained usinglinear algorithms, threshold nodes such as single perceptrons where sim-ple learning rules such as the Delta rule or the Pocket Algorithm can beused, or non-linear nodes such as sigmoids or Gaussian functions requir-ing Delta rules or more advanced algorithms such as Fahlman's Quickprop.(Fahlman, 1988)[13, 14]At each stage in training, each node in a pool of candidate nodes istrained on the residual error of the parent network. Of these nodes, theone whose output has the greatest correlation with the error of the parentis added permanently to the network. The error function minimised inthis scheme is S, the sum over all output units of the magnitude of thecorrelation (or, more precisely, the covariance) between V , the candidate



1.1. SUPERVISED NETWORKS FOR CLASSIFICATION 19unit's value, and Ep;o, the residual error observed at output unit o forexample p. S is de�ned by:S =Xo �����Xp (Vp � V )(Ep;o � Eo)����� : (1:32)The quantities V and Eo are the values of V and Eo averaged over allpatterns.In order to maximise S, the partital derivative of the error is calculatedwith respect to each of the weights coming into the node, wi. Thus:@S@wi =Xp;o �o(Ep;o � Eo)f 0pIi;p (1:33)where �o is the sign of the correlation between the candidate's valueand the output o, f 0p is the derivative for pattern p of the candidate unit'sactivation function withe respect to the sum of its inputs, and Ii;p is theinput the candidate unit receives for pattern p.The partial derivatives are used to perform gradient ascent to maximiseS. When S no longer improves in training for any of the candidate nodes,the best candidate is added to the network, and the others are scrapped.In benchmarks on a toy problem involving classi�cation of data pointsforming two interlocked spirals, cascade correlation is reported to be tento one hundred times faster than conventional back-propagation of errorderivatives in a �xed architecture network. Empirical tests on a range ofreal problems (Yang, 1991) [68] indicate a speedup of one to two ordersof magnitude with minimal degredation of classi�cation accuracy. Theseresults were only obtained after many experiments to determine suitablevalues for the many parameters which need to be set in the cascade cor-relation implementation. Cascade correlation can also be implemented incomputers with limited precision (Fahlman, 1991) [15], and in recurrentnetworks (Hoehfeld, 1991) [26].Bayesian RegularizationIn recent years the formalism of Bayesian probability theory has been ap-plied to the treatment of feedforward neural network models as nonlinearregression problems. This has brought about a greatly improved under-standing of the generalisation problem, and some new techniques to im-prove generalisation. None of these techniques were used in the numericalexperiments described in this book, but a short introduction to this subjectis provided here.



20 CHAPTER 1. NEURAL NETWORKSAn reasonable scenerio for a Bayesian treatment of feedforward neu-ral networks is to presume that each target training data vector Y(T )was produced by running the corresponding input training vector Y(I)through some network and corrupting the output with noise from a sta-tionary source. The network involved is assumed to have been drawn froma probability distribution P (w), which is to be estimated. The most prob-able w in this distribution can be used as the optimal classi�er, or a moresophisticated average over P (w) can be used. (The latter technique ismarginalisation (Mackay, 1992)[36].)The notation used here for probability densities is somewhat cavalier.In discussions involving several probability density functions, the notationshould distinguish one density function from another, and further notationshould be used when such a density is indicated at a particular point; eg.,Pw can designate the density function over weights, and Pw(w) woulddesignate this density at the particular point w, which confusingly andunsigni�cantly has the same name as the label index of P . However, atempting opportunity to choose names which introduce this confusion willarise in almost every instance that a density function is mentioned, sowe shall not only succomb to the temptation, but furthermore adopt thecommon practice of writing P (w) when Pw(w) is meant, in order to beconcise. Technically, this is an appalling case of using a function argumentname (which is ordinarily arbitrary) to designate the function.The Bayesian analysis is built on a probabilistic interpretation of theerror measure used in training. Typically, as in equations (1.8) or (1.11),it is additive over input-output pairs Y; ie. it can be expressed asE(Y;w) =Xp e(Yp;w) (1:34)for some function e, where Y is all the training data, the set of input-output pairs in the sum. Y is composed of all the input data Y(I), regardedas �xed, and all the target data Y(T ), regarded as a noise-corrupted, w-dependent function of Y(I), drawn from a distribution with density func-tion P (Y(T )jw) (or technically P (Y(T )jw;Y(I)). The Bayesian argumentrequires the assumption that P (Y(T )jw) is a function of E alone. Thus,di�erent choices of E correspond to di�erent probabilistic interpretations.Given this assumption, and the assumption that training data samples areproduced independently of eachother,P (fY1;Y2gjw) = P (Y1;w)P (Y2;w) (1:35)the relationship between E(Y;w) and P (Yjw) can only have the formP (Yjw) = 1ZY e��E(Y;w) (1:36)



1.1. SUPERVISED NETWORKS FOR CLASSIFICATION 21for some parameter �. ZY is the normalisation termZY = Z dY(T )e��E(Y;w); (1:37)an integral over all possible target training data sets of the size underconsideration.If e in (1.34) is a function only of y(T )p � Y(T )p , as is (1.8), then ZYturns out to be independant of w 2, a result which is useful later. Theonly common form of e which does not have this form is the cross-entropy(1.11). But this is normally used in classi�cation problems, in which case(1.11) and (1.10) together justify the assumption that P (Y(T )jw) dependsonly on E(Y;w) and imply for (1.37) that � = 1 and ZY = 1, so ZY is stillindependent of w.Density (1.36) can also be derived from somewhat di�erent assumptionsusing a maximum-entropy argument (Bilbro & Van den Bout, 1992)[3]. Itplays a prominent role in thermodynamics, and thermodynamics jargonhas drifted into the neural networks literature partly in consequence of theanalogies it underlies.The probability of the weights given the data P (wjY(T )) is of greaterinterest than the probability of the data given the weights P (Y(T )jw) (thelikelihood), but unfortunately the additivity argument does not go throughfor this. Instead, Bayes' ruleP (wjY(T )) = P (Y(T )jw)P 0(w)P (Y(T )) : (1:38)can be used to convert P (Y(T )jw) from equation (1.36), and a prior overthe weights P 0(w), into the desired distribution. The probability of thedata P (Y(T )) is given by the normalisation condition asP (Y(T )) = Z dwP (Y(T )jw)P 0(w): (1:39)Bayesian methods inevitably require a prior, P 0(w) in this case. P 0(w)must express the notion that some weight matrices are more reasonable, apriori, than others. As discussed above, this is normally expressed throughregularisation terms added to the error measure. For example, the viewthat large weights are unreasonable might be expressed by adding a \weightdecay" term of the form �w �w to E(Y;w).2There is a further technicality; the integral (1.37) over target data must be withrespect to uniform measure, which may not always be reasonable.



22 CHAPTER 1. NEURAL NETWORKSTypically, the regularisation error �E(w) is additive over the weightsand an independance assumption like (1.35) is reasonable, so given that theprior depends only on the regularisation term, the it has the formP 0(w) = 1Z0 e��E(w) (1:40)where Z0 is given by normalisation.Assembling all the pieces, the posterior probability of the weights giventhe data is P (wjY(T )) = e��E(Y(T ) ;w)��E(w)R dw0e��E(Y(T );w0)��E(w0) (1:41)provided that (1.37) does not depend on w. This ensures that the denom-inator of (1.41) does not depend on w, so the usual training process ofminimising E �Y(T );w�+ ��E(w) �nds the maximum of P (wjY(T )).The Bayesian method helps with one of the most troublesome stepsin the regularisation approach to obtaining good generalisation, decidingthe values of the regularisation parameters. The ratio �=� expresses therelative importance of smoothing and data-�tting, which deserves to bedecided in a principled manner. The Bayesian Evidence formalism providesa principle and an implementation. It can be computationally demandingif used precisely, but there are practicable approximations.The Evidence formalism simply assumes a prior distribution over theregularisation parameters, and sharpens it using Bayes' rule:P (�; �jY(T )) = P (Y(T )j�; �)P 0(�; �)P (Y(T )) : (1:42)If a uniform prior P 0(�; �) is assumed, then the most likely regularisa-tion parameters are those which maximise the evidence P (Y(T )j�; �), whichis given by (1.39), the denominator of (1.38). Note with reference to (1.38)that the goal of maximising the evidence opposes the goal of maximisingP (wjY(T )); the regularisation parameters � and �, and the weights w areoptimised for opposing purposes. This expresses the Bayesian quanti�ca-tion of the compromise between data �tting and smoothing.This method of setting regularisation parameters does not provide aguarantee against over�tting (Wolpert, 1992) [63], but it helps. In settingthe regularisation parameters by maximising (1.39) P (Y(T )), one attemptsto �nd a prior P 0(w) under which \usually" networks w �ts the data Ywell. This objective is not diametrically opposed to the later objective ofselecting the best-�tting w Indeed, the distribution P (w) which maximisesthe evidence is one which is concentrated on a single over�t w. This is pre-vented only if the the distribution of weight matrices parameterised by the



1.2. UNSUPERVISED LEARNING 23regularisation parameters does not include such highly concentrated distri-butions. Therefore it remains an art to select reasonable functional formsfor the regularisers, but once selected, the determination of the parametersthemselves is a matter of calculation. The art of selecting regularisationfunctions has become an interesting research area (Hinton & Nowlan, 1992)[42].The calculation of (1.42) involves an integration which is generally non-trivial, but which can be done easily in a Gaussian approximation. Typi-cally this is good enough. This requires computation of the second deriva-tives of the error measure, which is prohibative for large problems, but inthis case a further approximation is possible and often adequate (Mackay,1992) [37].1.2 Unsupervised LearningInterest in Unsupervised Learning has increased greatly in recent years. Ito�ers the possibility of exploring the structure of data without guidance inthe form of class information, and can often reveal features not previouslyexpected or known about. These might include the division of data that waspreviously thought to be a single uniform cluster, into a number of smallergroups, each with separate identi�able properties. The clusters found o�era model of the data in terms of cluster centres, sizes and shapes, whichcan often be described using less information, and in fewer parametersthan were required to store the entire training data set. This has obviousadvantages for storing, coding, and transmitting stochastically generateddata; if its distribution in the attribute space is known, equivalent data canbe generated from the model when required.While general, unsupervised learning methods such as Boltzmann ma-chines are computationally expensive, iterative clustering algorithms suchas Kohonen networks, K-means clustering and Gaussian Mixture modelso�er the same modelling power with greatly reduced training time. Indeed,while class labels are not used to constrain the structure learned by themodels, freedom from this constraint coupled with careful initialisation ofthe models using any prior information available about the data, can yieldvery quick and e�ective models. These models, known collectively as Vec-tor Quantizers, can be used as the non-linear part of supervised learningmodels. In this case a linear part is added and trained later to implementthe mapping from activation in di�erent parts of the model, to probableclasses of event generating the data.
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✗Figure 1.4: K Means clustering: within each patch the centre is moved tothe mean position of the patterns1.2.1 The K-means clustering algorithmThe principle of clustering requires a representation of a set of data tobe found which o�ers a model of the distribution of samples in the at-tribute space. The K-means algorithm (eg. Krishnaiah & Kanal, 1982)[31] achieves this quickly and e�ciently as a model with a �xed number ofcluster centres, determined by the user in advance. The cluster centres areinitially chosen from the data, and each centre forms the code vector forthe patch of the input space in which all points are closer to that centrethan to any other. This division of the space into patches is known as aVoronoi tesselation. Since the initial allocation of centres may not forma good model of the probability distribution function (PDF) of the inputspace, there follows a series of iterations where each cluster centre is movedto the mean position of all the training patterns in its tesselation region.A generalised variant of the K-means algorithm is the Gaussian MixtureModel, or Adaptive K-means. In this scheme, Voronoi tesselations arereplaced with soft transitions from one centre's receptive �eld to another's.This is achieved by assigning a variance to each centre, thereby de�ning aGaussian kernel at each centre. These kernels are mixed together by a set ofmixing weights to approximate the PDF of the input data, and an e�cientalgorithm exists to calculate iteratively a set of mixing weights, centres, andvariances for the centres. (Dubes, 1976, and Wu, 1991) [11, 64] While the



1.2. UNSUPERVISED LEARNING 25number of centres for these algortihms is �xed in advance in more popularimplementations, some techniques are appearing which allow new centresto be added as training proceeds. (Wynne-Jones, 1992 and 1993) [66, 67]1.2.2 Kohonen networks and Learning Vector Quan-tizersKohonen's network algorithm (Kohonen, 1984) [28] also provides a Voronoitesselation of the input space into patches with corresponding code vectors.It has the additional feature that the centres are arranged in a low dimen-sional structure (usually a string, or a square grid), such that nearby pointsin the topological structure (the string or grid) map to nearby points in theattribute space. Structures of this kind are thought to occur in nature,for example in the mapping from the ear to the auditory cortex, and theretinotopic map from the retina to the visual cortex or optic tectum.In training, the winning node of the network, which is the nearest nodein the input space to a given training pattern, moves towards that train-ing pattern, while dragging with its neighbouring nodes in the networktopology. This leads to a smooth distribution of the network topology in anon-linear subspace of the training data.Vector Quantisers that conserve topographic relations between centresare also particularly useful in communications, where noise added to thecoded vectors may corrupt the representation a little; the topographic map-ping ensures that a small change in code vector is decoded as a small changein attribute space, and hence a small change at the output. These modelshave been studied extensively, and recently uni�ed under the framework ofBayes' theory. (Luttrell, 1990, 1993) [34, 35]The Learning Vector Quantiser provides a supervised vector quantiza-tion, where network nodes have class labels associated with them. The Ko-honen Learning Rule is used when the winning node represents the sameclass as a new training pattern, while a di�erence in class between thewinning node and a training pattern causes the node to move away fromthe training pattern by the same distance. Learning Vector Quantisers arereported to give excellent performance in studies on statistical and speechdata (Kohonen et al, 1988) [30].1.2.3 RAMnetsOne of the oldest practical neurally-inspired classi�cation algorithms is stillone of the best. It is the n-tuple recognition method introduced by Bledsoeand Browning [5, 4], which later formed the basis of a commercial product[1]. The algorithm is simple. The patterns to be classi�ed are bit strings



26 CHAPTER 1. NEURAL NETWORKSof a given length. Several (let us say N ) sets of n bit locations are selectedrandomly. These are the n-tuples. The restriction of a pattern to an n-tuple can be regarded as an n-bit number which constitutes a `feature' ofthe pattern. A pattern is classi�ed as belonging to the class for which ithas the most features in common with at least 1 pattern in the trainingdata.To be precise, the class assigned to unclassi�ed pattern u isargmaxc  NXi=1 � Xv2Cc ��i(u);�i(v)!! (1:43)where Cc is the set of training patterns in class c, �(x) = 0 for � � 0,�(x) = 1 for � > 0, �i;j is the Kronecker delta (�i;j = 1 if i = j and 0otherwise.) and �i(u) is the ith feature of pattern u:�i(u) = n�1Xj=0 u�i(j)2j: (1:44)Here ui is the ith bit of u and �i(j) is the jth bit of the ith n-tuple.With C classes to distinguish, the system can be implemented as a setof NC RAMS, in which the memory content mci� at address � of the ithRAM allocated to class c ismci� = � Xv2Cc ��;�i(v)! : (1:45)Thus mci� is set if any pattern of Cc has feature � and unset otherwise.Recognition is accomplished by tallying the set bits in the RAMS of eachclass at the addresses given by the features of the unclassi�ed pattern.RAMnets are impressive in that they can be trained faster than MLPsor radial basis function networks by orders of magnitude, and often pro-vide comparable results. Experimental comparisons between RAMnets andother methods can be found in [50].



1.3. DIPOL92 271.3 DIPOL92DIPOL923 is a learning algorithm which constructs an optimised piecewiselinear classi�er by a two step procedure. In the �rst step the initial posi-tions of the discriminating hyperplanes are determined by pairwise linearregression. To optimise these positions in dependence on the misclassi�edpatterns an error criterion function is de�ned. This function is then min-imised by a gradient descent procedure for each hyperplane separately. Asan option in the case of non{convex classes (e.g. if a class has a multimodalprobability distribution) a clustering procedure decomposing the classesinto appropriate subclasses can be applied. (In this case DIPOL92 is reallya three step procedure.)1.3.1 Pairwise Linear RegressionRegression is one of the most widely used methods of description of datarelationships among independent variables ~x = (x1; : : : ; xm) � X � Rm anda dependent variable b. For simplicity a linear regression function W , herewith intercept w0, is considered :W : X ! R (1:46)with W (~x) = w0 +w1x1 + : : :+ wmxm (1:47)and with the notation ~w = (w1; : : : ; wm).The equations for the determination of the unknown coe�cients of theregression function w0; w1; : : : ; wm are in matrix formA(w0; ~w)T = (~e;M )(w0; ~w)T = ~b (1:48)where ~e is a column of ones, the matrix M = (xik) contains in the row kthe k-th vector of the dataset ~x = (x1; : : : ; xm) and the vector ~b containsthe dependent variables b.In general this system of linear equations is overdetermined, i.e., thenumber of equations n is greater than the number of unknown parame-ters (n�m). Systems of linear equations have a unique solution only ifrank(A)=rank(A;~b). Therefore the aim is to determine a solution of thesystem so that the vector of residuals3Developed in the frame of the WISCON project supported by the German Ministryof Research and Technology, by Barbara Schulmeister and Fritz Wysotzki of Fraunhofer-Institut f�ur Informations und Datenverarbeitung, Einrichtung f�ur Proze�optimierung,Kurstra�e 33, D-10117-Berlin, Germany



28 CHAPTER 1. NEURAL NETWORKS~r = ~b�A(w0; ~w)T (1:49)is as small as possible. It is convenient to minimise the Euclidian length of~r k~rk2 = k~b�A(w0; ~w)Tk2 !Minimum (1:50)This minimum-squared error solution is found by the Cholesky method. Ifthe matrix of the system of equations is singular, that means, the systemcannot be solved uniquely, then a special solution is chosen from the linearsolution manifold.The linear regression can be used to the discrimination of two classesof patterns k1 and k2 by de�ning the dependent variable b in the followingmanner : if ~x�k1, then b = +1 (1.51)if ~x�k2, then b = �1 (1.52)(1.53)All ~y�Rm with W (~y) = 0 de�ne a hyperplane in Rm, the vector ~w is thenormal vector of the hyperplane, the absolute value of w0k~wk corresponds tothe distance of the hyperplane from the origin of the coordinate system andfor ~x�X the absolut value of W (~x)k~wk corresponds to the distance of ~x fromthe hyperplane. Then a pattern ~x is correctly classi�ed ifW (~x) > 0 for ~x�k1, (1.54)W (~x) < 0 for ~x�k2. (1.55)For each pair of classes a discriminating regression function is calculated.1.3.2 Learning ProcedureThe classi�cation problem from the statistical point of view is the follow-ing. The given set of patterns of the classes is a random sample of theunderlying populations of the classes. The aim of statistical classi�cationis to discriminate these populations, for example by estimating the param-eters of an assumed distribution from the given patterns. Here anotherview is held. The aim is to establish a classi�er, which best discriminatesthe given classes of patterns. Therefore the initial positions of the discrim-inating hyperplanes obtained by linear regression are changed in a learningprocedure. The following criterion function is de�ned. For all misclassi�ed



1.3. DIPOL92 29patterns the squared distances from the corresponding decision hyperplanemultiplied with the costs for these misclassi�cations are summed. Suppos-ing W = 0 de�nes the decision hyperplane between the classes k1 and k2,respectively. Let m1 be the set of all misclassi�ed patterns of class k1,i.e., x�k1 and W (~x) < 0, let m2 be the set of all misclassi�ed patterns ofclass k2, i.e., x�k2 and W (~x) > 0, and let cost(ki; kj) be the costs of themisclassi�cation of the class ki into the class kj :F (W ) = cost(k1; k2) � X~x�m1 W (~x)2k~xk2 + cost(k2; k1) � X~x�m2 W (~x)2k~xk2 (1:56)This means that costs are included explicitly in the learning proce-dure which consists of minimizing the criterion function with respect tow0; w1; : : : ; wm by a gradient descent algorithm for each decision surfacesuccessively. The regression functions provide suitable starting positions ofthe discriminating hyperplanes for the iterative learning procedure.1.3.3 Clustering of ClassesTo handle problems with non-convex especially non simply-connected classregions, one can apply a clustering procedure before the linear regression iscarried out. For solving the clustering problem a minimum squared erroralgorithm is used. From some initial partition of a class k into nk clusterski (i = 1; : : : ; nk) with nki pattern and with mean vectors ~si (i = 1; : : : ; nk)~si = 1nki Xx�ki ~x (1:57)the criterion function J = nkXi=1X~x�ki k~x� ~sik2 (1:58)is calculated. Patterns are moved from one cluster to another if such a movewill improve the criterion function J . The mean vectors and the criterionfunction are updated after each pattern move. Like hill{climbingalgorithmsin general, these approaches guarantee local but not global optimisation.Di�erent initial partitions and sequences of the training patterns can lead todi�erent solutions. In the case of clustering the number of two-class prob-lems increases correspondingly. It is to be noted that by the combinationof the clustering algorithm with the regression technique the number andinitial positions of discriminating hyperplanes are �xed apriori (i.e. before



30 CHAPTER 1. NEURAL NETWORKSlearning) in a reasonable manner, even in the case that some classes havemultimodal distributions (i.e consist of several subclasses). Thus a wellknown bottleneck of Arti�cial Neural Nets can at least be partly avoided.1.3.4 Description of the Classi�cation ProcedureIf the discriminating hyperplanes were calculated then any pattern ~x =(x1; : : : ; xm) (contained in the training set or not) can be classi�ed, i.e. theclass predicted. For the pairwise discrimination of the nc classes ncc =nc(nc � 1)=2 hyperplanes W i are calculated (in the case of clustering thenumber nc is changed into nc + nclust). The following ncc-dimensionalvector ~Vk is formed for each class k: if the function W i discriminates theclasses k1 and k2, then the ith component Vk;i is equal to 1, if k = k1, isequal to -1, if k = k2, and is equal to 0 in all other cases. On the basis ofthe discriminant functions a vector function sw is de�ned for each pattern~x: sw : X ! f1; 0;�1gncc (1:59)with sw(~x)i = sign(W i(~x)): (1:60)For all classes k the scalar productsSk(~x) : f1; 0;�1gncc� f1; 0;�1gncc! G (1:61)(G is the set of integers) are de�ned withSk(~x) = nccXi=1 Vk;i � sw(~x)i: (1:62)A pattern ~x is uniquely classi�ed by the discriminating hyperplanes W i(i = 1; : : : ; ncc) into the class k ifSk(~x) = nc� 1; (1:63)i.e., with respect to the nc � 1 hyperplanes, which discriminate the classk from the other nc � 1 classes, the pattern ~x is placed in the halfspace,belonging to class k (Vk;i and W i(~x) have the same sign for all Vk;i 6= 0).For all other classes j, j 6= k, Sj < nc � 1 is valid, because at least withrespect to the hyperplane, which discriminates class j from class k thepattern ~x is placed in the halfspace of class k (Vj;i and W i(~x) have not thesame sign). A pattern ~x is not uniquely classi�ed if



1.4. COMPARISON WITH OTHER ALGORITHMS 31maxj Sj(~x) = mc < nc� 1: (1:64)In this case all classes j were determined with Sj(~x) = mc. If there isonly one such class then ~x will be assigned to this class. If there are severalclasses let M be the set of the classes with this property, M = fj1; : : : ; jlg.For each class ji all hyperplanes discriminating the class ji against all otherclasses are found. Those of the hyperplanesW rji for each class ji are selectedfor which ~x is misclassi�ed, i.e., for each class ji a set of hyperplanes Hji =fW 1ji ; : : : ;W rjig is determined for which ~x is not in the halfspace of class ji.The Euclidian distance of ~x to all these hyperplanes W sji are calculated. ~xis assigned to that class for which the minimumminji�M mins=1;:::;rW sji (1:65)is reached.1.3.5 The Program DIPOL92DIPOL92 was developed at the Branch Lab for Process Optimisation Berlinof the Fraunhofer-Institute for Information and Data Processing. (An al-gorithm based on similar principles was developed in the early seventies atthe Academy of Sciences of the former GDR (Unger, 1981, Meyer-Br�otz,1970)[39, 61]. The program DIPOL92 is written in C++ and is easy to setup and run under UNIX normally in the batch mode. The input data ofthe program are feature vectors with real-valued components, logical anddiscrete data must be converted into numerical ones. The algorithm usesthe standard StatLog attribute value data format. DIPOL92 does not havea mechanism to deal with unknown values. They must be replaced by someestimated values for example the mean of the values of the correspondingattribute. DIPOL92 accepts a cost matrix in the learning phase. The out-put of the algorithm is a confusion matrix, the error rate and the costs ofmisclassi�cation. Optionally the output of the developed classi�er (the co-e�cients of the discriminant functions and some additional information forlater use) is possible. If the clustering option is used the number of clustersfor the classes must be speci�ed by the user. This number of clusters is theonly parameter of the algorithm.1.4 Comparison with other algorithmsSeen from a more general point of view DIPOL92 is a combination of astatistical part (regression) with a learning procedure typical for Arti�cial



32 CHAPTER 1. NEURAL NETWORKSNeural Networks. Compared with most neural network algorithms an ad-vantage of DIPOL92 is the possibility to determine the number and initialpositions of the discriminating hyperplanes (corresponding to neurons) apriori, i.e. before learning starts. Using the clustering procedure this istrue even in the case that a class has several distinct subclasses. There aremany relations and similarities between statistical and neuronal net algo-rithms but until now a systematic study of these relations is still lacking.Another distinguishing feature of DIPOL92 is the introduction of Booleanvariables (signs of the normals of the discriminating hyperplanes) for thedescription of class regions on a symbolic level and using them in the deci-sion procedure. This way additional layers of hidden units can be avoided.
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